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Berger's untold stories of life alongside Senna
Having entered Formula 1 at a similar time and joined him at McLaren, few are in a better
position to shine a light over the Formula 1 career of Ayrton Senna, on and off the track, than
Gerhard Berger 

 By Adam Cooper
 Special Contributor
 

Few people in motor racing knew Ayrton Senna better than Gerhard Berger. They first came across each
other when they were competing in Formula 3 in 1983, and over the years as they moved up the ranks in
grand prix racing, they became friends.

Somehow the intensely driven and competitive Brazilian gelled with the laidback practical joker from Austria,
and when they came together at McLaren in 1990 their relationship became even closer, as they spent time
together both at and away from the circuits.

Berger was Senna's team-mate for three full seasons - one more than Alain Prost. That gave him a special
insight into what made his friend and rival tick on and off the track.

"We met each other in F3," he recalls. "We always liked each other from the beginning. I remember I bought
an F3 car from Dick Bennetts, and Ayrton was driving for him, so the year after when I had the car I went
sometimes to ask for spare parts or whatever, and Ayrton was always there.

"But then we had this bloody race in Macau, and he won the race, and I was third. And I had the quickest
lap, but I saw in my [own] sheet I didn't have the quickest lap - somehow they did a mistake, Ayrton had
the quickest lap. For me it wasn't important. So in the evening we went to a party and Ayrton came over and
said, 'You don't have the quickest lap!'

"Then I realised how competitive he is, and how he wants just everything for him. That I experienced later
even more! But putting this on the side, I always liked him, we always had a good chemistry, the chemistry
worked, and we always had a good mixture between fighting each other and having fun, and that went until
the last day."
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Senna arrived in F1 at the start of 1984 with Toleman, and Berger joined him on the grid that summer when
he had his first outings with ATS. They remained friendly over the next few years, as both became major
players in the championship.

Then in 1990 their relationship moved to a different level when Berger did a straight swap with Prost,
moving over from Ferrari to replace the Frenchman at McLaren. Senna's relationship with Prost had broken
down during the tumultuous 1989 season amid suggestions of special treatment for the Brazilian from
Honda. Their on-track clash at Suzuka was the final straw.

"I think for him it was a big relief, because he had a difficult time, as he was so competitive," adds Berger.

"I want to say here, I like Prost also, I have a very good relationship with Alain, and I respect him. He's a
great, great, great race driver.

"He was the first guy I remember who started to practice pit entry and pit exit in a different way
to anybody else did before" Gerhard Berger

"But the truth is, Ayrton was quick. And all the data, you could see it. Ayrton was quicker, whenever,
wherever, except in Paul Ricard, that was Alain's place.

"Then obviously with all the discussions of a better engine, not a better engine, it was more about politics
and having different material than the facts.

"As I explained before how competitive Ayrton was, he was suffering so much to see on the data that he was
quicker, and then it did not came across anymore. So Ayrton was quite damaged after these years. When I
came in, things started to cool down, and it was relaxed."

Berger soon discovered that Senna was like no team-mate he'd had previously.
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"All the others were schoolboys against him! No really, because he had the full package," says Berger.

"He was fast, and then he was maybe more focused than any of the others, he was talented more than any
of the others, he was more experienced than anyone else, because he started when he was three years old
in karting. When he came to F1 he already had 400 starts behind him.

"So I studied him in the first year, 'what can I put my finger on to beat him, or to get him out of shape?' It's
very difficult, you didn't find any weakness on the guy around the racetrack, or the racecar.

"He was different. He was so interested in everything. I think most of us dream of being an F1 driver, then
you arrive there, then you are a star there, great, you do the best job driving, you get your physical
condition right. Then you have a couple of guys who are doing much more. Like Ayrton.

"The race was finished, for him on his plane the most important thing was the video. He'd sit there and
watch the race again. Schumacher was the same. He just followed everything from karting until F1 so
closely, he knows every overtake, when it happened, inside, outside, why did it work out.

"He was the first guy I remember who started to practice pit entry and pit exit in a different way to anybody
else did before. He went out on Friday morning, free practice, it didn't matter at all what lap time you are
doing.

"For him the most important thing was he overtook you in free practice like it was for his life. And you'd
think, 'why is he doing it? He's completely mad'.
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"But what it means is after a while you look in the mirror you see the yellow helmet and you go to the side
because you think, 'I don't want any trouble!'. He tried to make everything perfect. Pit entry... Faster than
any of the others. Today it's very normal, but at the time, it wasn't. And you didn't have a speed limiter, so
really you could make lap time out of there."

Nevertheless, Berger was quick enough to keep Senna on his toes: "We had bloody hard racing at the time,
really hard. I remember Imola once, he went on pole, I went out, I went on pole, he went out on pole, four
or five times, again another fresh set.

"He got out of the car, came over to my car, and said, 'Listen, should we stop, or should we go even more
into dangerous things?' I said, 'Let's go!' So it was really tough."

"When I found out that he was giving me the win, I didn't like it, and I didn't appreciate it. But it
happened" Gerhard Berger

Berger says that Prost always remained the guy who Senna respected most.

"At the end of the day, who really challenged him to the maximum?" he asks. "I would say lap-time wise I
was quite close with him, maybe the closest, I don't know. But on challenge for race wins, it was Alain,
because Alain was very good when it comes to reading a race, setting up the car, and getting race wins.

"So when I said before about the speed, that's one thing, and that's very important for a race driver, but I
think Alain was for him the biggest challenge."

Having lost to Prost in 1989, Senna would win the world championship in both '90 and '91. In the second
season he acknowledged Berger's help by handing him victory at Suzuka at the last corner, although Berger
was not comfortable with the gesture.

"I didn't like it," he says. "The shit with it was he was fighting for the championship. For me it was clear at a
certain point I will not win this championship any more, it was impossible, he will win.
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"So for me it will be clear, not to help him, but I'm not going to hold him up in lap time. When we come to
the first corner both next to each other, OK go on. Things like this were clear for me, and he appreciated
that very much. There were a couple of races before where things happened.

"Then this race I was on pole position, he was second, and I was trying to win the race. I was leading, and
then my bloody exhaust broke, so Ayrton had to go, and he went into the lead. And then last lap when he
started to slow down, I thought it's fair, now he has a problem.

"And then I could win, and I thought I won it because he also had a problem, and I just found it fair. But
then when I found out that he was giving me the win, I didn't like it, and I didn't appreciate it. But it
happened. If I knew at this stage, I would lift off too."

Over the three years together Berger and Senna grew even closer, their relationship famously enlivened by
the Austrian's practical jokes. Briefcases thrown out of helicopters, a plague of frogs in a hotel room, a
pornographic picture glued into a passport - the stories are legion.

"He got me a couple of times," says Berger. "The funny thing is nearly every race, especially testing, that
something was going on like this, and it made it a good time.

"I think I was the only one he let in. I was quite close with him. We've been good friends, and we had a good
relationship. We discussed our contracts.

"Before, Ron [Dennis] dealt with Prost on one side, Ayrton on the other side. But now with us, me and
Ayrton were always linked together, so I knew what he was telling him, and he knew what he was telling me,
so we've been quite transparent. So contract negotiations and things like this were fine.
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"And also when Honda left, he was the first one who came to me and said, 'Gerhard, be careful, Honda is
leaving, you are just discussing your contract. Nobody knows yet, even Ron doesn't know yet...'

"I thought, 'what am I going to do? I'm going to Ferrari'. I said, 'Now Ayrton, I'm going to put one thing in
the contract, I don't care how much money, I don't care what conditions, I just put one thing in the
contract... You're not going to be my team-mate anymore!'"

Berger duly went to Ferrari in 1993, and the following year Senna moved to Williams after six incredible
seasons at McLaren.

"We had this Roland accident, and we came out from the drivers' briefing, and Ayrton came to
me and he said, 'Gerhard next week we need to do more for safety'" Gerhard Berger

His third race with his new team was at Imola, where Berger had endured a fiery crash in 1989.

"I had the accident a few years before in the same place," he says. "I was in hospital, and he called me.

"He said, 'Gerhard, how are you?' I'm OK, it's still hurting, everything. I said, 'You know what Ayrton, we
need to move this wall, because one day somebody is going to die there.' He said, 'You're right, you're right.'

"So we fixed how we can go therefor the next test and see how we can push the organiser to put this wall at
Tamburello away.

"And Ayrton and myself, we walked out from the pit - I remember it like yesterday - together next to each
other, wearing overalls, to see what we do with this wall.
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"I remember we arrived there, we looked over the wall, and there's a river behind. We looked at each other
and thought there is nothing really we can do, because there's no space behind.

"At this time we didn't think about putting a chicane or whatever, we just accepted it. And we walked back,
and we didn't do anything. That was exactly the place where he died, where we were standing."

The 1994 Imola weekend was to be one of the darkest in motorsport's history. A huge crash for Rubens
Barrichello on the Friday was followed by the fatal accident in qualifying for Roland Ratzenberger.

"I don't know what happened this weekend - it was like 10 years of F1 concentrated on one weekend, on
bad stuff," says Berger. "It was really strange. The whole story is sad.

"We had this Roland accident, and we came out from the drivers' briefing, and Ayrton came to me and he
said, 'Gerhard next week we need to do more for safety.'

"He'd been, let's say, even more pushy than me on these things, because when he had something in his
head, he went for it. I said, 'Yeah we can do it, let's see.'

"Then I remember we went to the starting grid. He was on pole with the Williams, and I was just behind with
the Ferrari. As a Ferrari driver you're always the big star in Imola, and I remember the people were all
shouting, and I was out of the car, and he was still in the car. I remember looking at him, and he was
laughing under the helmet...
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"I've been happy when there was something good for him, and he was happy when there was something
good for me. So that was my last eye contact that I had with him.

"Then we had the start, and the second lap or whenever it was, I think Michael [Schumacher] was behind
him and I was just behind Michael, and I remember exactly when he started to go off. I looked and I said
that's a good angle, no problem, because it was not head on. Then we came back to the starting grid, and
they stopped the race.

"Bernie [Ecclestone] came and said, 'He's out of the car,' and in our language 'out of the car' means he's OK.
So I didn't even ask, they're just cleaning the circuit and putting the rubbish away. I didn't even think about
any bad things. I was waiting for the restart, we had a couple of laps, and then I had a damper problem at
the back, and I stopped.

"His dream was to go to Ferrari, he always told me 'Gerhard I want one day to be in Ferrari, but
I just have never seen the moment where they've been good enough that I know that I can
deliver'" Gerhard Berger

"I went into the garage. I remember I was sitting on the desk, and people came and said, 'You know Ayrton
is fighting for life, it's very difficult, and he's in very bad shape.'

"At the same time I remember hearing a bang and mechanics flying through the air - that was [Michele]
Alboreto [losing a wheel], just in front of our pits. And then people came again to me and said, 'It doesn't
look too good for Ayrton.' I could not believe it, it didn't look that bad.

"I called Josef Leberer, he's another Austrian, who was our physio. We took a helicopter and flew to Bologna
to ask what the situation was. And when we arrived in Bologna we came in, and they positioned us in front
of the operation room, and told us that it's quite critical, and so on.
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"And then Sid Watkins came out of the operation room and said, 'It doesn't look good, but would you like to
see him?' I was surprised, but I said, 'Yeah.'

"So Josef and myself, we saw him in the operation room. They were still doing something on his head, but
honestly I think he was dead already. We stayed in front of him for a while, and then we left, and then
immediately after this they said, 'Yes, he's dead'."

The aftermath of Imola was a difficult time for all the drivers, and especially Berger.

"These things are always very hard, because you lose a colleague, and in in this case, I lost a friend," he
says. "But on the other side, we all knew that at this time these things happened, and you have to cope with
it. Somehow you also have a protection on it.

"But in my case at this time I went home and I said, 'Well this is maybe a good time to think about it, if
you're still going, or if you say you had a great career, stop it.' But then one or two days after I said, 'No, I'll
keep going.'

"Racing is racing, it went back to normal quite soon. But sometimes I would think if Ayrton had still been in
Williams during the Newey times, and then it came for Jacques [Villeneuve] and Damon [Hill] - with a guy
like Ayrton in the car, I don't think you would have seen anybody else winning other than Ayrton."

And would he then have headed to Maranello?

"His dream was to go to Ferrari," concludes Berger. "He always told me 'Gerhard, I want to be in Ferrari one
day, but I just have never seen the moment where they've been good enough that I know that I can deliver.'
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"I think everyone loves to be at Ferrari one time, but then you have the guys like Lewis [Hamilton], like
Ayrton, that finally prefer to do it when they know that the package is together there."

Berger remains convinced that Senna would have gone on to lead his country.

"People ask me 'what would he do today?'," he says. "Schumacher, I would see him running Ferrari, and
Ayrton I can see as the president of Brazil, absolutely, 100%. When the funeral happened, you couldn't
believe it. There were 10kms of people in a row following the coffin. Unreal.

"You can be talented, you can work hard, you can be lucky to have the right car, the right team, you can
have wins. But you cannot buy charm, and your personality.

"And Ayrton was a personality - and I remember when we were together in the team, whenever we came to
a country everybody wanted to meet him, up to the president.

"There was a request from the president, 'Can I meet Ayrton Senna?, and I was sitting there! He had this
special charm, and he used it. He knew very, very well how to play it."
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We are also celebrating Senna's career, 25 years since Imola, in a special 172-page magazine, available
from May 1 in selected WH Smith's stores or from Autosport.com/senna. His finest races, best cars and early
interviews are included, alongside recent accounts from the great Brazilian's rivals, team-mates and team
bosses.
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